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INTRODUCTION
Jocelyn Rogers, known to most of us as Jo, is the third contributor to
the series, My Faith as a Unitarian. We can see from the tle she has
chosen to use, ‘I am a Pagan Unitarian’, that this will be a very diﬀerent
account of Unitarian Faith to that of our ﬁrst two contributors, Naomi
Linnell and Jef Jones. However, it is very much part of Unitarianism in
this country today and indicates that contemporary Unitarianism has a
dialogical relaonship with itself.
All three writers show that childhood curiosity and openness inﬂuence
our ongoing growth as individuals in relaonship with landscape, nature, cultural and religious experience. The tapping into something
myscal, non-judgemental, and ancient, or has Jef expresses it, ‘primal’,
be it in ancient human religious history, ancient natural history, music,
literature or perhaps a coming together of each, is important.
None of our three writers were born into a Unitarian community, making the choice to join a Unitarian community in adulthood. Connecon
and relaonship within a religious community is important for all three
and yet all three can be seen to have developed much of their faith beyond the conﬁnes of a speciﬁc Unitarian congregaon. A choice has
been made by all three to share space with a society or congregaon
that allows individual quesng within a Unitarian, welcoming and nonjudgemental religious community.
There is a basic human need for all three writers, which calls for more
than the raonal in religion in order for them to thrive and grow. Emoon and passion have an acknowledged space for all our three writers,
the need to tap into the numinous nature of religion that feeds the human spirit. This doesn’t mean that philosophy, science and logical reasoning is put aside. All three ask the big quesons of life within the context of the whole of their lives and individual experiences, resulng in
diversity of views and unique individuals. However, nature is important
in all three wrings and is integral to their religious experience and understanding. Religion and spiritual experience is beyond just the human
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interacons of daily life, giving a sense of relaonship beyond and yet
including religious community. Perhaps we have here good examples of
‘integrated religion’ at an individual level.
However, the permission to queson and dissent is at the very heart of
our Unitarian tradion. This is a lifelong religious way of being within our
community which allows the freedom to change and keep on changing.
Jef ‘leans towards tradion but is not bound by it’ acknowledging that
for him this means asking ‘challenging quesons of perceiving our own
Unitarian dogma’. It is this open space that allowed Naomi freedom to
explore and ﬁnd once more all that was right for her in a Unitarian Liberal Chrisanity, which aﬃrms diﬀerence and love of all within and without our own chosen faith. It was this permission to be free in our quesoning that resulted in quite a diﬀerent understanding for Jo, a diﬀerence that has resulted in an enhancement of her religious life as a Unitarian.
Worship, understood as meditaon, prayer, ritual or reﬂecon has a
transformave eﬀect for all our writers. It is within these pracces,
whether it be with a group, or alone, where ‘...we are... held in grace’.
(An Unbound Faith P 11 Jeﬀ Jones).
Joan Wilkinson

A Short Personal Proﬁle
I was brought up in a non-religious household, my parents being agnosc/atheist, but I picked up Chrisanity in primary school from assemblies
and biblical stories. By the age of about ten I was very interested and
took myself oﬀ to the local Methodist church Sunday School. I remained
a Methodist well into my twenes, unl my husband and I discovered
the Unitarians. The parcular Unitarian church we went to at that
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me was not much diﬀerent from the Methodists! - but we stayed
with it and began to develop our own separate belief systems. A stay
at a Shinto shrine in Japan in the '80s had a profound eﬀect on my
thinking and sowed the seeds of what is now my essenally Pagan
outlook. This in turn has changed and developed over the years, and
my arcle reﬂects where I am now.
Jocelyn Rogers

I AM A PAGAN UNITARIAN
‘In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.’ I believe in
this God. But already for me there are pi>alls: was there ever a beginning, or is everything somehow inexplicably cyclical? Is ‘God’ the
right word to use? It has so many connotaons for us in the West,
suggesng the old man with a beard looking down on us. And
‘heaven’? I have to take this to mean ‘the sky’ in the minds of the ancients and, for us, to mean everything that is outside and beyond our
planet Earth.
I have been interested in religion for as long as I can remember. My
parents were agnosc or atheist, but I heard bible stories at school
and started (voluntarily) aCending a Methodist Sunday School when I
was about nine or ten. Throughout my teens I saw myself as Chrisan, and I read and studied the Bible extensively. However, as an
adult when life became more complicated I found that the Chrisan
God to whom I had always looked did not work for me any longer. As
a woman and now a mother, I could no longer relate to the God
whom I had believed in, and who tended to be male. That God could
not solve or even understand my diﬃcules as a woman. Also much
of the Chrisan belief in a ‘good God’ did not make sense to me either, when I realised how much injusce prevailed – bad things hapPage 4

pening to good people, and vice-versa. The result was that for many
years I was a ‘watered-down Chrisan’ – hanging on to what I could,
but rejecng more and more of tradional Chrisan teachings as the
years went by.
My early Chrisan moral teachings and philosophy have remained
with me. However, having rejected the supernatural teachings of
Chrisanity, I am leF only with the philosophy. I think the diﬀerence
between a philosophy and a religion is emoon. One cannot get
emoonal about a philosophy, but personally I need a religion with
which I can idenfy emoonally.
In my late twenes I discovered the Unitarian movement, which allowed me to worship Whatever-It-Is, but did not supply me with answers. Then in 1984 I visited Japan with a few other Unitarians from
this country and spent ﬁve or six days at a Shinto Shrine, hearing lectures about Shinto and parcipang in various Shinto ceremonies
and acts of worship. Shinto is a pagan religion, and this was my ﬁrst
brush with any form of Paganism. Shinto worships Gods, or Spirits,
which inhabit every part of the natural world. When I ﬁrst came
across all this, my Western Protestant mind thought, ‘What a load of
old superson’. At the same time I was fascinated by it, and very
moved and impressed by some of the worship rituals.
I connued to read and think about Shinto aFer my return home and
gradually, over a period of years, I assimilated the general ideas behind Shinto and found myself more and more moving towards the
idea that Nature is God; Nature is omnipresent and omnipotent. As
with Shinto followers, I now feel that ‘the good life’ is achieved by
living as far as possible in harmony with Nature and in accord with
the natural rhythms of our existence.
I see Nature as neither ‘good’ nor ‘bad’, but as a balance of the two.
It is easy to senmentalise Nature, especially as she is so oFen
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referred to as Mother Nature, conjuring up ideas of a caring, loving
mother represenng calm and beauty. But one has only to think of
ﬂoods, tsunamis, earthquakes, volcanoes, ﬁres, and droughts to know
that Nature is not always benign. Natural disasters occur indiscriminately and can wipe out or ruin the lives of thousands of people regardless of their religion, morals, ethics, age, and social standing,
along with the lives of countless animals. Disasters are not sent as a
punishment for wrongdoing; rather, whether one is in the wrong
place at the wrong me seems to be a maCer of relave chance. Because of this, I see Nature as an impersonal force, both creave and
destrucve. To me, the God Nature does not represent ‘good’, or
‘love’, but it represents everything that IS, in this world, in other
worlds and the enre universe or universes. This is so huge that I cannot even begin to imagine it, but it is all part of the physical
‘mechanics’ of life, all necessarily adhering to rules of physics and
chemistry which keep the whole amazing, mind-boggling, magic universe(s) together. Occasionally accidents happen in this well-run
mechanism – for example, bits drop oﬀ and cannon through space
into other stars and planets – but the mysterious Principle remains. It
is this Principle that commands my huge admiraon, respect, awe,
and worship.
In the animal world there is no good and bad. It is easy for us to anthropomorphise animal behaviour. A friend of mine who is an ardent
and knowledgeable birdwatcher dislikes magpies, cuckoos, pigeons,
and some other large birds because they do unpleasant things like
eang or raiding other birds’ eggs, or stealing their food. However,
they are simply being themselves, and thereby a balance is achieved
which enables their overall survival; they are not doing it out of spite!
This sense of balance is important, I think, and, as far as we humans
are concerned, not necessarily a comfortable idea to live with; it follows that within human existence there needs to be a balance in our
terms between right and wrong, war and peace, relaxaon and work,
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anger and serenity, and so on, for our species to connue.
I think that concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are oFen culturally imposed
and may diﬀer according to where we live or whatever is ‘polically
correct’. Humans have the capacity to choose their lines of acon; we
choose whether to make this world a beCer or a worse place. We
have the capacity to be emoonally as well as physically hurt, and to
hurt others, and it is our choice whether to inﬂict hurt or well-being.
But whatever we choose, Nature will survive – even though the human race may not. We are part of Nature’s cycles of life and death,
light and dark, harmony and strife, and are interconnected with the
whole of the rest of creaon. Pagans generally accept and recognise
problems and suﬀering as being part of the interplay between light
and dark. The less desirable aCributes of, say, anger, stupidity, and
ruthlessness are seen as part of this balance and wholeness.
I want to be on the side of ‘good’ as my life stance and philosophy. I
try to live the Unitarian values of freedom, reason, tolerance, respect,
and responsibility; and it helps me in this philosophy to belong to a
Unitarian church where other people are striving for the same ends,
even though their movaons may diﬀer from my own. I would like
these values to prevail in our world, but my current religious Pagan
thinking tells me that these aspiraons never will prevail, and that
somehow the balance of good and evil is an essenal part of existence, as with light and dark, cold and heat, movement and sllness,
wet and dry, and so on.
Along with balance, there also seems to be a theme of recurring circles: the shape of the planets themselves, the linear circles of the
days, of the seasons, of life and death … Again this seems, in some
way, key to the whole paCern of existence, and cyclical existence
leads in turn to quesons of life aFer death and/or reincarnaon. If
we look at nature, we see that plants and animals die and eventually
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become part of some new life, usually of a diﬀerent form. At this
stage in my spiritual life I have an open mind about this: I am sll
thinking this one through and trying to get to the boCom of it!
I have never belonged to a pagan community such as Wicca or Druidry, but I have been a member of the Unitarian Earth Spirit Network
ever since its incepon in 1991. With this organisaon I have enjoyed
and beneﬁCed from many rituals and ceremonies, celebrang the
main fesvals of the year (the solsces and equinoxes) as well as the
smaller events of Samhain, Imbolc, Beltane, and Lammas in the
Northern European and Celc ancient tradions. I have also found the
accompanying colours and symbols upliFing and inspiring. In my most
recent years these are less essenal and important to me. My pagan
outlook on the one hand has simpliﬁed; on the other, it has become
almost too huge to handle!
I live in a village with no street lights; I look up at the sky at night and
am overwhelmed by the immensity of both space and me.
I live quite near to the Morecambe Bay estuary; I look at the high incoming de and feel its tremendous power, which could so easily engulf us all.
I have a garden; I see the intense beauty and colour of an individual
ﬂower. I watch ny creatures going about their business in their own
small world.
I live halfway up an escarpment in Cumbria. From the top of the scar I
can see a huge range of the Cumbrian mountains, somemes cloudy
and misty, somemes snow-topped, somemes pink in the morning
or evening sun; always magniﬁcent and beauful.
These are some of the things that inspire me and evoke my awe and
worship.
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Because of my huge respect for Creaon, it follows that I will do my
best for the whole living organism, of which I am such a ny part.
‘Love your neighbour as yourself’, or ‘do unto others as you would be
done by’, are maxims which are essenal companions to my beliefs. I
try not to hurt other people; I also try not to hurt any creature which
is part of this world. It also follows that I try to be as ‘green’ as possible, and to do what I can to ‘save the planet’ for the sake of every living thing on it. At the same me, as I menoned earlier, even if humankind destroys itself or otherwise ceases to exist, Nature will carry
on: we need Nature, but Nature does not need humankind.
This religion is not a comforng one, because I cannot believe in a God
which will pick me up and carry me along when the going gets rough;
nor can I believe in a God who can be persuaded to answer my prayers. In my experience this doesn’t happen. Instead I take the responsibility for myself and have to have faith in my own strength or ability to
deal with my own life. And yet, the knowledge that Nature is there, all
around and all-enveloping, and has been there for millennia, forging
everything on this earth and everything outside it, has a certainty and
a sasfying calm which underpins my existence. I also menoned earlier that I have not reached any ﬁrm opinion about life aFer death or
reincarnaon. In a way it doesn’t maCer: Nature governs this, as well
as all other aspects of life and death.
I have come a long way from my early beliefs in Jesus’ God. Even so,
this completely diﬀerent belief system of mine leads to very similar
aspiraons and intenons. But I try to do ‘good’ things now, not for
the sake of a place in heaven, or in the hope that God will look aFer
me if I do good things on his behalf, but because everything in nature
is of value – humankind and everything in the natural world on this
planet and outside it – and so in my respect for all of this I do what I
can to help it along.
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Being a Unitarian helps me because our rituals, services, and inclusive
aStude mean that I can apply my own interpretaon to what is said,
and have my own movaon for what is done.

Jocelyn (Jo) Rogers
2015

Note: Chalice logo by permission of Lyanne Mitchell
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